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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

The Pearls and Perils of Google Trends:
A Housing Market Application
Joep Steegmans1,2,i,*

Abstract
This study aims at providing insights into the correct usage of Google search data, which are available through
Google Trends. The focus is on the effect of sampling errors, which has not received the attention that it deserves.
A housing market application is used to demonstrate the effects. For this purpose, the relationship between
online search activity for mortgages and real housing market activity is investigated. A simple time series
model, which explains transactions by an online mortgage search, is estimated. The results show that the effect
of sampling errors is substantial. Thus, although the application of Google Trends data in research remains prom-
ising, far more attention should be given to the limitations of these data.
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Introduction
Google Trends is one of the most accessible gateways
to big data there is available. It transforms global search
queries from Google’s own search engine into small ag-
gregated datasets or visualizations, thereby providing
insights into the popularity of specific queries. Since
the introduction of Google Trends in the summer of
2008,1 it has provided access to big data for many
users. Its user-friendly portal has aided in its popular-
ity. The aggregated Google search queries, based on in-
dividual search behavior, have been applauded widely
and have also found their ways into many academic
disciplines; applications include, for instance, econom-
ics, health care, and tourism.2–4

Google Trends data, however, come with important
limitations. The most important of all, as noted by Nuti
et al., is the ‘‘lack of detailed information on the method
by which Google generates this search data’’ (p.46).5

Although they make it evident that the lack of docu-
mentation by researchers themselves is highly prob-
lematic for reproducibility of the research, they do
conclude that the larger limitations remain ‘‘in the
Google Trends tool itself’’ (p.46). This article focuses

on the data provided by Google Trends. I will concen-
trate on what I consider to be the most important lim-
itation of all: sampling error.

The existence of sampling error in Google Trends
data is not a new observation. It has been mentioned,
for instance, by Choi and Varian in 2012.6 It is often
suggested, however, that the sampling error may be
ignored,7 with the most notable exceptions being
Greenwood-Nimmo and Shields and Carrière-Swallow
and Labbé.8,9 Nevertheless, the number of studies that
either use oversimplified measures to suggest moder-
ate sampling effects10–12 or revert to faulty solutions
altogether13,14 are on the rise. This article, thus, argues
that sampling error is not receiving the consideration
that it deserves.

The article investigates the extent to which sampling
error can affect research outcomes. I use a housing
market application to illustrate the problem and dem-
onstrate the effects of sampling error in estimation.
Housing market applications of Google search queries
include Choi and Varian, Wu and Brynjolfsson, and
Van Veldhuizen et al.15–17 In this article, the results
of multiple sampling are compared with a one-sample
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study; Van Veldhuizen et al. is used for this because of
its reproducibility.17 I make the case that the sampling
issues should be addressed separately from the estima-
tion techniques that researchers may employ. After all,
when measurement error leads to inconsistent param-
eter estimates, the obvious thing, according to Pischke,
is to: ‘‘Get better data’’ (p.4).18 Therefore, this study
does not focus on forecasting or nowcasting, which
are the main applications of the Google Trends data
in research, but on the data itself.

The study thereby provides insights into the correct
usage of Google Trends. The article demonstrates that
disregarding sampling error leads to overstating the
importance of Google Trends data in the prediction
of housing market transactions, indicating the risks of
publication bias. Nevertheless, including Google Trends
data can still lead to a modest improvement compared
with a benchmark model where online search activity
is ignored. The article contributes to the literature on
applying big data sources in academic research. Partic-
ularly, the article adds insights to housing market
applications. More than any other housing market
study, it stresses the limitations in using these data.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The
Literature section provides an overview of the Google
Trends literature with a focus on sampling errors. The
Data section describes the Google Trends data that are
used in the article as well as the housing market data.
The Methodology section introduces the methodology
of the housing market application. The Results section
presents the estimation results. The Conclusion section
summarizes and concludes the article.

Literature
There is a substantial body of literature on Google
Trends.1,6–8,16 However, this does not imply that there
is detailed information on Google’s methodology in
generating the data.1,5 Its exact functioning remains
undocumented and caution is thus necessary when
working with Google Trends data. Still, according to
Choi and Varian, ‘‘queries can be useful leading indica-
tors’’ (p.2; emphasis theirs).6 In the words of Askitas, it
is just that Google Trends data are ‘‘in need of the right
question’’ (p.1).1

Limitations and biases
Google Trends data contain important limitations
and biases. First, the data are based on search queries
by using Google’s search engine only. Selection bias
may, thus, be an issue if search behavior is correlated

with search engine preferences or Internet use in gen-
eral. Lower levels of Internet penetration in emerging
markets will, for instance, make Google Trends indices
less representative for its population.9 To increase rep-
resentativeness of the data, at least to a certain ex-
tent, Google makes use of a ‘‘sessionization’’ approach,
which counts multiple searches by an individual within
a 24-hour period as one search only.1

Second, Google Trends indices make use of thresh-
old values. If the number of searches in a given time pe-
riod is too small, that is, if the threshold is not met, then
the index value is set to zero. These threshold values are
not reported by Google.7,8 Zero values may, thus, be ac-
tual zeros or censored observations. Indices for queries
with low absolute search numbers will, thus, lead to less
reliable time series. A similar problem is caused by the
rounding to the nearest integer.7 As by construction the
Google Trends values range from 0 to 100, growth rates
calculated from low observed values will contain par-
ticularly large errors.

Third, Google uses a sampling procedure to generate
Google Trends indices. Information on the sample size
is not disclosed by Google.1 A complication herein is
that new samples can be taken only once per day as
data are cached by Google on a daily basis only.7 Goo-
gle Trends, thus, uses a different sample to generate the
index on every single date.19 An identical query on
Google Trends will, thus, lead to the exact same time
series when done on the same day but to a different se-
ries when obtained on a different date.* Therefore, as
noted by Stephens-Davidowitz and Varian, ‘‘A researcher
who wants to average multiple samples must wait a day
to get a new sample’’ (p.13).7

Finally, little is known on the algorithms used by
Google. Recommended searches of the Google search
engine may, for instance, affect outcomes.20 Algorithm
uncertainty also applies, to different extents, to sessio-
nization, threshold values, and the sampling procedure.
As noted by Andreano et al., the sampling design is
‘‘completely unknown’’ (p.182).14 Even larger risks
apply when Google starts ‘‘helping’’ in analyzing the
data. This is, for instance, the case when the Google
Trends’ categorization options are used: Google Trends
provides predefined categories such as Science, Health,
and Travel. Askitas remarks, using a labor market

*The exact definition of a day is this context is not clear though; that is, a 24-hour
running window and the date-based definition are not identical. With respect to
caching the data, international use of Google Trends is a complicating factor. In
practice, however, it does not matter when samples are taken daily at roughly
the same time.
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example, that searches on Steve Jobs may be excluded
automatically from the query results for ‘‘jobs’’ when
the category is set to Classifieds.1 However, he also
notes that no information is provided on how these
categories are defined.

Lazer et al. note that the categorization algorithms
are highly susceptible to algorithm dynamics, such as
‘‘changes made by engineers to improve the commer-
cial service’’ (p.1204), and they demonstrate these
risks for the discontinued Google Flu Trends.20 Google
Flu Trends was a separate service offered by Google,
aiming at predicting influenza outbreaks, and it should
not be confused with Google Trends.

Sampling error
In this subsection, the earlier mentioned sampling
error in Google Trends data will be discussed in
more detail. The sampling error in Google Trends
data occurs, because Google uses only ‘‘a percentage
of searches’’ to compile the index.21 What percentage
that might be, or whether it is even constant, is unclear.
A rare indication of the sample size might be given by
Hal Varian, who coauthored one of the earliest Google
Trends papers15: ‘‘At Google, for example, I have found
that random samples on the order of 0.1 percent
work fine for analysis of business data’’ (p.4).22 It is
the only indication of the potential sample size that I
am aware of.

The unknown sampling procedure and the, at least
in relative terms, small sample size that is used to gen-
erate Google Trends indices raise questions about the
validity of the Google Trends data. Nevertheless, schol-
ars have not given sampling error in Google Trends
data the attention that it deserves. This can partly be at-
tributed to Stephens-Davidowitz and Varian who, in
their ‘‘Hands-on Guide to Google Data,’’ have stated
that they ‘‘do not expect that [.] researchers will
need more than a single sample’’ (p.13).7 This current
article stresses that such a general claim cannot be
made, as Google Trends indices depend on the chosen
query, the geography, and time span. Indices for more
popular search terms, more populous regions, and higher
time aggregation (i.e., monthly observations instead of
weekly or daily ones) are expected to have smaller sam-
pling errors.

It turns out that the variability in the number of sam-
ples used by researchers using Google Trends data is
considerable. The same has to be said about disclosing
this information. To illustrate: Wu and Brynjolfsson
do not provide the necessary information but there is

no reason to assume that more than one sample is
used.16 A little more evidence that only one sample is
used can be found in, for instance, the work of Choi
and Varian.6 Van Veldhuizen et al. and Silva et al.
are other examples of studies relying on one sample
only.17,23

Da et al. download an index ‘‘several times’’ (p.1467)
but use only one of them in estimation.10 Similarly,
Chauvet et al. make downloads ‘‘several different
days’’ (p.8) but rely on only one of the samples.11

Kearney and Levine take samples ‘‘multiple times’’
(p.3619) and use the average.24 These aforementioned
studies all exhibit what Nuti et al. describe as ‘‘poor
documentation of methods’’ (p.46) by researchers using
Google Trends.5

More information is provided, generally, by those
studies that rely on multiple samples. For instance,
Preis et al. retrieve Google Trends data ‘‘on 10 April
2011, 17 April 2011, and 24 April 2011’’ (p.5).2 McLa-
ren and Shanbhogue rely on ‘‘a more stable data set by
taking the average of the data generated on seven con-
secutive days’’ (p.135).19 Seabold and Coppola down-
load data ‘‘for ten days over a period of one month’’
(p.6) and use the average as an approximation.25

Greenwood-Nimmo and Shields use 30 different
downloads ‘‘each of which was downloaded on a differ-
ent day between 6 March 2015 and 15 May 2015’’
(p.366).8 They use the samples to determine the me-
dian, as it is less sensitive to outliers. Carrière-Swallow
and Labbé ‘‘download the series for each keyword on
50 occasions’’ (p.291) to construct averages for their
percentage change variables.9

The use of more samples comes with a ‘‘substantial
time-cost associated with collecting the data as each
draw is obtained on a separate day’’ (p.371); still,
Greenwood-Nimmo and Shields consider their 30 sam-
ples a compromise in this regard.8 Further, it should
be noted that researchers who collect more samples
do, indeed, observe substantial sampling variation. In
the words of Seabold and Coppola: ‘‘the sampling error
is evident’’ (p.6),25 whereas according to Greenwood-
Nimmo and Shields: ‘‘variation across draws is non-
negligible in all cases’’ (p.366).8

A recurring argument used by scholars who down-
load more than one sample but use only one in esti-
mation is that the correlation between the time series
downloaded on different days is high. Da et al., the
first to use the argument, observe that the correlations
between the Google Trends indices that were down-
loaded ‘‘several times [.] are usually above 97%’’
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(p.1467).10 Nevertheless, high cross-correlations be-
tween time series downloaded on different days do not
provide sufficient evidence to conclude that sampling
error is irrelevant.{ Still, the simplicity of the argument
used by Da et al. seems to have led to a wider use. The
argument can, for instance, be found in Chauvet
et al.11 and, largely verbatim, in Markiewicz et al.12

These three studies have in common that they as-
sume that high correlations between series imply that
the results will be the same if a different sample
would be used. In the words of Da et al.: ‘‘We believe
that the impact of such sampling error is small for
our study and should bias against finding significant re-
sults’’ (p.1467; emphasis mine).10

A false solution to obtain more samples, and thus
mitigate the sampling problem, has been suggested
by D’Amuri and Marcucci.13 They claim that Google
Trends indices do not only change daily but also
change ‘‘with the IP address’’ (p.804).13 Consequently,
they claim to use 24 samples that are downloaded on
‘‘12 different days from two different IPs’’ (p.804).13

Samples, however, do not structurally differ between
IP addresses, all else equal. As indicated by, for in-
stance, McLaren and Shanbhogue, Choi and Varian,
and Stephens-Davidowitz and Varian queries done on
the same day lead to the same series as the data are
cached or stored.6,7,19

Indeed, the descriptive statistics of the raw Google
Trends data used by D’Amuri and Marcucci, see their
Supplementary Data (pp.11–13),13 show clearly that
most of the monthly series from the first IP address
correspond with the series of the second IP address
on a different date.{ Regrettably, Andreano et al. pick
up on the fallacy introduced by D’Amuri and Marcucci
and contribute further to its spread: ‘‘Given the sam-
pling approach of Google, downloading the series from
multiple IP addresses over a short time period, and get-
ting the average, seems a preferable solution’’ (p.184).14

I consider this an illustration of the potentially hazard-
ous consequences of the lack of documentation when it
comes to Google Trends data.5

Data
Google Trends data
The Google Trends data that are used in the analysis
are obtained from https://trends.google.com/trends/.
From the website the data can be downloaded as a CSV
file. The data are presented as an index that provides
the relative popularity of queries from the Google
search engine; that is, the popularity of a query is
expressed relative to the total number of searches from
the same period and region. The period in which the
relative popularity of a given query is highest is set to
100. The other periods are expressed relative to this
maximum, resulting in index values in the range 0–100.8,19

For the housing market application in this paper,
online search data for the Dutch word for mortgage,
that is, the query hypotheek, are used. The Google
Trends data have been restricted to include only
searches from the Netherlands. Practically all Dutch
households (i.e., 97%) had broadband Internet access
in 2018. The Netherlands, thereby, ranked first in the
EU (pp.71–72).27 The 100 samples of the monthly
time series were taken on 100 consecutive days between
January 25, 2018 and May 4, 2018. The time series
started in January 2004, that is, the earliest possible,
and continue to the latest data that were available at
the time of collection. Finally, it should be noted that
at present Google Trends provides monthly data for
periods longer than 5 years whereas in the past Google
Trends provided weekly series only.19

Figure 1 illustrates the sampling error of the mort-
gage query by plotting the minimum and maximum
values for each month between 2004 and 2018 for the
100 samples, taken on 100 consecutive days starting
on January 25, 2018. It should be noted that all index
values are larger than 40; that is, the aforementioned
threshold values are of no concern for these data. In
the figure, different sample sizes are superimposed, dem-
onstrating that the min–max range increases with the
number of samples.

Between January 2004 and January 2018, the min–
max range varies between 30 index points (March,
April and June 2004) and 2 index points (March
2016) or, in relative terms, between 66.7% (June 2004)
and 2.0% (March 2016). Figure 1 indicates that the sam-
pling error is substantial. The effects of these sampling
errors will be investigated in the Results section.

Housing transaction data
In addition to the Google Trends data, transaction
data are required for the housing market application.

{It should be noted that my data have identical statistics; that is, the correlation
between the first sample that I downloaded and the samples from the 99
consecutive days (see the Data section) are larger than 97% for 72 out of the 99
cases (i.e., 72.7%). However, it should be realized that for time series the
correlation coefficient will be driven largely by the trend.26

{The descriptive statistics for the ‘‘Raw Google Indexes’’ (D’Amuri and Marcucci,13

Supplementary Data, pp. 11–13) present clear evidence that, for the monthly
series, eight of the twelve series between IP address 1 and IP address 2 are, in fact,
identical. In seven of these, IP2 precedes IP1 by 1 or 2 days whereas in one case
IP1 precedes IP2.
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Following Van Veldhuizen et al., transaction data based
on the Cadastre records will be used.17 These aggre-
gated data are publicly available at Statistics Nether-
lands.28,29 The transaction data are based on the date
of conveyance (completion), the date at which owner-
ship is transferred from one party to the other. Impor-
tantly, the date at which the final offer is accepted,
which is legally binding in the Netherlands, and the
date at which the purchase contracts are signed precede
the date of conveyance.

To illustrate the issue, Figure 2 depicts the time be-
tween the conveyance date and the closing of the listing
by the realtor, which generally is the date the purchase
contract is signed, using non-public microdata from
Statistics Netherlands (CBS) and the Dutch Associa-
tion of Realtors (NVM). The sample consists of trans-
action data for 584,923 family homes between January
2004 and August 2013. The figure illustrates that, in
general, the purchase date does not coincide with the
conveyance date. On average the difference is about 3
months, as is the median. These statistics correspond
with a descriptive study done by Kadaster and NVM,
which indicates a ‘‘conveyance period’’ of 3.1 months
for 23,000 transactions, between 1994 and 2017, in
the Municipality of Zwolle.30

The differences in the realtor and Cadastre transac-
tion dates are explained by necessity and preference:
The buyer needs to arrange financing, and parties
will have personal preferences regarding the moment

to move in or out. Condition precedents are very com-
mon in real estate contracts in the Netherlands. Most
importantly, purchase contracts include financing con-
ditions. The clause makes the contract void if the buy-
ing party is not able to arrange mortgage financing. The
Dutch Association of Owner-occupiers (VEH) states
that a period of 6–8 weeks is common to arrange a
mortgage in the Netherlands.31

The financing condition specified in the purchase
contract implies that causality between online mort-
gage search and housing transactions is ‘‘reversed’’
after the purchase agreement has been signed. In that
particular case, house transactions ‘‘predict’’ Internet
search behavior instead of the other way around. In
other words, these people start googling for mortgages
because they have bought a house. Consequently, it
makes little sense to include mortgage search data from
after the moment the purchase has been agreed upon
to predict transactions. Therefore, contrary to Van
Veldhuizen et al.,17 I prefer to exclude, at the aggregate
level, online searches for mortgages within the 3-month
window before the conveyance when testing the predic-
tive power of online mortgage search with respect to
future house transactions.

Methodology
To demonstrate the effect of sampling error in Google
Trends data, I apply the simple linear time series model
of Van Veldhuizen et al.17 The results of the one-

FIG. 1. Min�max range for up to 100 Google Trends samples, queries for mortgages in the Netherlands.
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sample of Van Veldhuizen et al. are compared with the
multiple-sampling approach. Their model is used, be-
cause it can be replicated unequivocally. The model ex-
plains monthly housing transactions on the macro level
by aggregate Google searches for mortgages. The start-
ing point is a time series model that excludes online
search activity; in this benchmark model, transaction
numbers are simply corrected for seasonality and
time trends:

yt = aþ cTþ et , (1)

where yt indicates the standardized number of monthly
transactions, and T includes the set of both year and
month dummies.x

The benchmark model is extended to include search
activity as an additional predictor:

yt = aþ bXt þ cTþ �t , (2)

where the matrix Xt includes online search activity.
More precisely, Xt exists of the standardized Google
Trends index of the mortgage queries at time t and
up to 11 lags.

As discussed in the previous section, the use of con-
veyance data requires minor alterations in compari-
son to the original specifications of Van Veldhuizen
et al.17 After all, it takes on average 3 months in the
Netherlands between signing the purchase contract
and the conveyance of a property. After signing the
contract, the imminent transaction will increase mort-
gage searches; these searches are not useful in forecast-
ing housing transactions. Consequently, the 1 year search
specification that I prefer runs from 14 months till 3
months before the conveyance.

The finite distributed lag models discussed here can
be estimated through Ordinary Least Squares if the
time series are generated by stationary processes.**
As the lag length is short compared with the sample pe-
riod, these parameter estimates are generally consistent
although the standard errors tend to be underestimated.32

Estimation with Ordinary Least Squares is, thus, viable
as long as the standard errors are adjusted according-
ly.{{ Although for forecasting purposes alternatives

FIG. 2. Days between sale agreement and conveyance based on personal calculations using non-public
microdata from NVM. NVM, Statistics Netherlands and the Dutch Association of Realtors.

xStandardizing produces variables with mean 0 and standard deviation 1; it should
be noted though that standardizing does not affect the estimated model itself.
Rescaling variables simply leads to rescaled parameter coefficients.

**Using the original data of Van Veldhuizen et al., I find no evidence of a unit root in
either the mortgage search or transaction series; that is, the Augmented Dickey-
Fuller tests, with and without a possible drift, reject the null hypotheses of a
random walk.
{{Van Veldhuizen et al. claim to use robust standard errors (p.1323).17 However,
based on their data and code, I conclude that, in fact, they do not. Thus, when
estimations are based on their exact specification I cannot use robust standard
errors.
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are available, I want to stress again that the focus is on
the effects of sampling errors in Google Trends data;
more complicated models, however, do not provide
any benefits in this respect.

For the estimations I will start with the exact same
data as Van Veldhuizen et al.17 Hereafter, I will refer
to this sample as VVV2016. This sample is used to create
a benchmark that we can compare the new results
with.{{ The 100 additional Google Trends indices for
mortgage search activity in the Netherlands, down-
loaded on 100 consecutive days, are used to study the ef-
fects of sampling error in the Google Trends indices. To
compare the original results with the results based on the
newly collected samples, the estimations are all based
on the period from January 2004 to October 2015.

Results
Column 1 of Table 1 shows the signs of the estimated
coefficients of Equation (2) from Van Veldhuizen
et al., based on the original sample (i.e., VVV2016).17

Column 1, thus, provides the exact replication, using
search activity from t to t� 11.xx Columns 2, 3, and 4
provide the estimated signs for the 100 Google Trends
indices that have been newly collected. The table indi-
cates that at least part of the findings of Van Veldhui-
zen et al. can be attributed to the specific sample that
was used for their Google Trends index.

More particularly, it is not possible to confirm the
finding that the sixth and ninth lag of mortgage
searches is significantly positively related to housing
transactions. Table 1 shows a positive coefficient for
the sixth lag in only 6 of the 100 estimations and in
82 of the 100 estimations for the ninth lag.*** Finding
positive coefficients for both is even rarer: In only 3 of
the 100 estimations, the coefficients of both the sixth
and the ninth lag are positive.{{{ All in all, it is not pos-
sible to confirm the conclusions of Van Veldhuizen
et al. regarding significance (p.1321).17

For reasons explained earlier, the specification of
main interest will exclude online search activity in pe-
riod t and the first two lags. The specification with

1 year search, thus, includes the third until the 14th
lag of the Google Trends index. Table 2 shows the sum-
mary of the estimation results of Equation (2) for both
the VVV2016 sample and the additional 100 Google
Trends indices. Using search activity from t� 3 to
t� 14 provides only limited evidence of individual co-
efficients being significant.

Focusing on the 100 newly collected samples (col-
umns 2–4), the third lag is significant in 56 of the
100 estimations and the ninth lag is significant in 88
of the estimations. However, the importance of Table 2
is not in determining the predictability of housing
transactions based on mortgage searches, but it is,
once again, in demonstrating the effects of sampling
error. The table demonstrates that using a particular
sample can have major consequences in the findings.
This also follows from the estimates in the first column
of Table 2, which is based on the VVV2016 sample. The
coefficients suggest that more online mortgage searches
could even decrease the number of transactions.

Table 1. Comparison of VVV2016 with 100 additional
samples (search from t to t� 11)

Single-sample
VVV2016

Repeated-sampling
Google Trends

Sign
Positive

coefficient Zero
Negative

coefficient Samples

Google searches
t

+ 95 5 0 100

Google searches
t� 1

+ 97 3 0 100

Google searches
t� 2

0 12 88 0 100

Google searches
t� 3

0 13 87 0 100

Google searches
t� 4

0 0 99 1 100

Google searches
t� 5

0 0 100 0 100

Google searches
t� 6

+ 6 94 0 100

Google searches
t� 7

0 0 100 0 100

Google searches
t� 8

0 0 100 0 100

Google searches
t� 9

+ 82 18 0 100

Google searches
t� 10

0 0 100 0 100

Google searches
t� 11

0 58 42 0 100

The dependent variable is the standardized number of transactions
(i.e., conveyances). For comparability and replication purposes, the
exact specification of Van Veldhuizen et al.17 is used; that is, a 10% signif-
icance level and non-robust standard errors are used. Data cover the pe-
riod from January 2004 to October 2015. The estimation results with
Huber-White (robust) standard errors are presented in Appendix Table A1.

{{Van Veldhuizen et al. used a weekly series and transformed those in a monthly
one.17 They use the first day of the week to determine in what month the
weekly observation is included.
xxIn order to replicate the exact results, non-robust standard errors are used in
Table 1. Appendix Table A1 shows the results with Huber-White standard errors.
Note that for the VVV2016 sample the sign of the seventh lag turns negative
when robust standard errors are used.
***This increases, counterintuitively, to 18 and 96 times, respectively, when Huber-
White standard errors are used (see Appendix Table A1).
{{{This increases to 17 times when Huber-White standard errors are used.
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To further test the predictability of housing transac-
tions, the average of the 100 Google Trends indices
is used. Table 3 shows the estimation results of the
benchmark model without search activity, the 1-month
search extension, and the 12-month search extension.
In the second specification, that is, the 1-month search
period, the third lag is not significant ( p-value is
0.1477), whereas the adjusted R-squared increases
with 0.3 percentage points compared with the bench-
mark (1.4 p.p. in the prior study).

The third specification in Table 3 shows that the
third lag ( p-value is 0.0741) and the ninth lag ( p-
value is 0.0236) are significant or on the verge of
being significant. Testing joint significance of all the
lags provides evidence of the lags being relevant: the
p-value of the F-test is 0.001. The adjusted R-squared
of the 1 year search model increases with 1.1 percent-
age points compared with the benchmark (3.9 p.p. in
the prior study). The table shows that excluding mort-
gage search activity that is likely to have occurred after
the purchase contract was signed leads to smaller ef-
fects than found by Van Veldhuizen et al.17

Larger measurement error in the individual samples,
compared with averaging multiple samples, leads, on
average, to larger attenuation bias in these estimates.18,32

However, the idiosyncrasies of the individual samples
also increase finding false positives (Tables 1 and 2).
Studies relying on one sample only are, thus, more sus-
ceptive to publication bias.5 It should be realized that
the averaging not only mitigates the sampling error

Table 2. Comparison of VVV2016 with 100 additional
samples (search from t� 3 to t� 14)

Single-sample
VVV2016

Repeated-sampling
Google Trends

Sign
Positive

coefficient Zero
Negative

coefficient Samples

Google searches
t� 3

0 56 44 0 100

Google searches
t� 4

0 0 95 5 100

Google searches
t� 5

0 0 100 0 100

Google searches
t� 6

+ 10 90 0 100

Google searches
t� 7

0 1 99 0 100

Google searches
t� 8

0 4 96 0 100

Google searches
t� 9

+ 88 12 0 100

Google searches
t� 10

0 0 99 1 100

Google searches
t� 11

0 1 99 0 100

Google searches
t� 12

0 11 89 0 100

Google searches
t� 13

0 0 88 12 100

Google searches
t� 14

� 0 57 43 100

The dependent variable is the standardized number of transactions
(i.e., conveyances). Huber-White (robust) standard errors with a 10% sig-
nificance level are used. Data cover the period from January 2004 to Oc-
tober 2015.

Table 3. Estimated results with average of 100 Google Trends indices (search from t� 3 to t� 14)

(1) (2) (3)

Benchmark 1 month search (lag 3) 1 year search (lags 3–14)

Google searches t� 3 0.1662 (0.1477) 0.2241* (0.0741)
Google searches t� 4 �0.1316 (0.2240)
Google searches t� 5 �0.0518 (0.6182)
Google searches t� 6 0.0838 (0.3164)
Google searches t� 7 0.0410 (0.5800)
Google searches t� 8 0.0363 (0.6571)
Google searches t� 9 0.1918** (0.0236)
Google searches t� 10 �0.0657 (0.3891)
Google searches t� 11 0.0766 (0.3748)
Google searches t� 12 0.1207 (0.1805)
Google searches t� 13 �0.0721 (0.2648)
Google searches t� 14 �0.1591* (0.0568)
Constant 0.2965** (0.0126) 0.2112 (0.1005) 0.2688* (0.0754)
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes
Month dummies Yes Yes Yes
Observations 128 128 128
Adjusted R-squared 0.834 0.837 0.845
p-value joint sign. 0.148 0.001

The dependent variable is the standardized number of transactions (i.e., conveyances). Data cover the period from January 2004 to October 2015.
p-Values based on Huber-White (robust) standard errors in parentheses. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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but also obscures it. It does not necessarily solve it;
it only assumes that it does. After all, the variability
around the averaged Google Trends time series, large
or small, is discarded. The averaging approach, thus,
ignores the sampling error that remains.

Finally, it is good to realize that both the estimation
approaches that have been applied in this section have
their strengths and limitations. The average of multiple
samples, or the median for that matter, can be used as a
more reliable signal of the true trend. However, the re-
peated estimation on more samples can be important
in demonstrating robustness of the findings. Note, how-
ever, that there is no one-size-fits-all solution. The best
approach will always depend on the specifics of the
Google Trends series (i.e., query, time, region) and
the estimation procedure that is used. The other way
around there is, a priori, no specific query, or specific
estimator, that does not require such checks.

Conclusion
Google Trends data have become a popular source of
big data in academic research. It comes, however,
with important limitations. This article argues that, in
particular, sampling error has not received the atten-
tion that it requires. To illustrate sampling error in
Google Trends data, this article looks into the relation-
ship between online search activity for mortgages and
real housing market activity. The sampling error in
Google Trends data is studied by collecting an addi-
tional 100 samples of the Google Trends index for
the Dutch word for mortgage, a new sample of which
can be obtained every day, and re-estimating the model
of Van Veldhuizen et al. that was estimated with one
sample only.17

The estimation results for the 100 additional samples
only incidentally confirm the findings of Van Veldhui-
zen et al.17 I argue that their findings are based on the
peculiarity of their sole sample. When mortgage search
activity that occurs after the purchase contract is signed
is excluded, that is, the 3-month window before the
conveyance, there remains limited evidence that online
mortgage search leads to higher transaction numbers.

To further test the predictability of housing transac-
tions, the average of the 100 newly collected Google
Trends indices is used for estimation. In the preferred
12-month search model, the third and the ninth lag
seem significant ( p-values of 0.0741 and 0.0236,
respectively). However, the last lag suggests a poten-
tially negative effect ( p-value of 0.0568). At best, one
can conclude that the specification, including online

search activity, has a slightly higher explanatory
power than the benchmark model where search is not
included as a predictor. All in all, I conclude that the
relationship between online search activity and transac-
tion numbers is much weaker than suggested by Van
Veldhuizen et al.17

The estimation with the additional 100 samples of
Google Trends illustrates that, despite attenuation bias
due to measurement error, the idiosyncrasies of the in-
dividual samples considerably increase the probability
of finding false positives (Tables 1 and 2). This illustrates
that studies relying on one or just a few Google Trends
samples may be more susceptive to publication bias.
Still, the alternative approach, that is, using the average
of the 100 samples for estimation, is not a universal so-
lution either. Apart from the time cost of obtaining
more samples, averaging relies on the assumption that
the true trend is obtained. Although it may not be
hard to argue that averaging leads to a more reliable
signal, the variance around this trend is disregarded.

This study has stressed the limitations in using Goo-
gle search data (i.e., Google Trends). The main lesson is
that due to drawbacks in both the construction of Goo-
gle Trends data and the sampling method, these data
should be used cautiously. This article suggests consid-
ering both averaging over multiple samples (or using
the median) and repeated estimation. Although the
average is a more reliable signal of the true trend, re-
peated estimation on more individual samples can
be important in demonstrating robustness of the
findings.

Ideally, both approaches lead to the same conclu-
sions. It is not possible to provide a universal solution
to the sampling error in Google Trends. After all, the
extent of the problem depends on the characteristics
of the particular Google Trends index and the estima-
tor that is used. Similarly, there are no specific queries
or estimators that are exempted from the potential
risks.
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Appendix

Appendix Table A1. Comparison of VVV2016 with 100 additional samples (search from t to t �11)

Single sample VVV2016 Repeated sampling Google Trends

Sign Positive coef. Zero Negative coef. Samples

Google searches t + 95 5 0 100
Google searches t� 1 + 98 2 0 100
Google searches t� 2 0 6 94 0 100
Google searches t� 3 0 13 87 0 100
Google searches t� 4 0 0 99 1 100
Google searches t� 5 0 0 100 0 100
Google searches t� 6 + 18 82 0 100
Google searches t� 7 � 0 100 0 100
Google searches t� 8 0 2 98 0 100
Google searches t� 9 + 96 4 0 100
Google searches t� 10 0 5 95 0 100
Google searches t� 11 0 66 34 0 100

Notes: The dependent variable is the standardized number of transactions (i.e. conveyances). Huber-White (robust) standard errors with a 10 per-
cent significance level. Data covers the period Jan 2004–Oct 2015.
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